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ABSTRACT: Cell-to-cell communications via the tunneling
nanotubes or gap junction channels are vital for the
development and maintenance of multicellular organisms.
Instead of these intrinsic communication pathways, how to
design artiﬁcial communication channels between cells remains
a challenging but interesting problem. Here, we perform
dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) simulations to analyze the
interaction between rotational nanotubes (RNTs) and vesicles
so as to provide a novel design mechanism for cell-to-cell
communication. Simulation results have demonstrated that the
RNTs are capable of generating local disturbance and promote
vesicle translocation toward the RNTs. Through ligand pattern
designing on the RNTs, we can ﬁnd a suitable nanotube
candidate with a speciﬁc ligand coating pattern for forming the RNT−vesicle network. The results also show that a RNT can act
as a bridged channel between vesicles, which facilitates substance transfer. Our ﬁndings provide useful guidelines for the
molecular design of patterned RNTs for creating a synthetic channel between cells.

C

communication.8−10 For example, the MNT, formed when T
cells make contact and subsequently part, provides a new route
for HIV-1 transmission, which has been estimated to be as
much as 100−1000 times more eﬃcient than a tube-free
process.11 The MNT also allows human natural killer (NK)
cells to interact functionally with target cells over long
distance.12 However, diﬀerent from the inherent biocomponent
of a intercellular junction or MNT from cells, the synthetic cellto-cell communication medium remains unexplored.
Exotic nanoparticles (NPs) such as synthetic DNA and
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been reported as developing
synthetic analogues of biological membrane channels, and they
possess high eﬃciency and remarkable selectivity for transporting ions and molecules into cell interiors.13−17 Selfassembled DNA origami was used to create a stem that
penetrated and spanned a lipid membrane as well as a barrelshaped cap that adhered to the membrane.16 Short CNTs can
spontaneously insert into lipid bilayers and live cell membranes
to form channels that exhibit a unitary conductance of 70−100
picosiemens under physiological conditions.13 However,
preparation of a large number of samples is typically required,
and each sample has local discrepancy with others, which makes
the experiments diﬃcult to attribute the particular phenomenon to a single parameter. With the aid of computational
simulations, a quantitative analysis of interactions between NPs
and lipid layers can be obtained. For example, by dissipative
particle dynamics (DPD) simulations, end-functionalized

ell-to-cell communication and exchange of materials are
vital for the development and maintenance of multicellular organisms.1−4 To achieve eﬃcient communication,
organisms have evolved multiple strategies, which include direct
physical contact or long-range interactions mediated by
endocrine mechanisms.5 Typically, cells communicate with
one another using diﬀusible signal molecules. An eﬃcient
pathway for cell-to-cell transmission of the signal molecules
between individual cells plays an important role in the
development of cellular activities. Besides these intrinsic
communication pathways, how to design artiﬁcial communication channels between cells for the development and
maintenance of multicellular activity remains a challenging
but open question.
Experiments have shown that cells are capable of
communicating between adjacent cells via direct contact
through gap junctions.5,6 Gap junctions are channels that
allow for the transport of ions, nutrients, and other substances
and enable cells to communicate. The basic building block of
each gap junction is the connexin subunit. Six of these subunits
in each of the membranes of two neighboring cells come
together, and then, the group of six connexins in one cell
interacts with a comparable hexamer in the other cell, resulting
in the formation of a channel.5 Gap junction channels can vary
the permeability and selectivity of a membrane in response to
various internal and external factors including cytosolic Ca2+,
membrane potential, connexin phosphorylation, electromagnetic ﬁelds, temperature, and pH in the environment.7 Between
distant cells, a general and dynamic membrane nanotube
(MNT) (1/500th the thickness of a human hair) found in plant
and animal cells was discovered to be involved in cell-to-cell
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the DPD model. In the ﬁgure, unless otherwise stated, the hydrophobic beads are shown in blue while the
hydrophilic beads are shown in green. The length of the ligand is ﬁxed as 5 (1 hydrophobic bead in yellow and 4 hydrophilic beads in purple). The
RNT is shown in yellow. For clarity, the water outside of the vesicle is not shown in all ﬁgures.

volume eﬀect, a dissipative force FDij representing viscous drag
between moving beads, and a random force FRij representing
stochastic impulse. Both FDij and FRij act together as a thermostat
for the beads. Similar to molecular dynamics simulation, time
evolution is also governed by Newton’s equation of motion.
The total force on bead i can be expressed as

nanotubes were stabilized in the membrane to form the
transmembrane channel.18 A number of simulations suggest
that the membrane translocation of anisotropic NPs is often
accompanied by active and passive rotation of the NPs. The
penetrating eﬀect of an active NP rotation is ascribed to
enhanced membrane monolayer protrusion as well as the
exertion of a shearing force, which can rupture the membrane.19
Ligand-coated NPs with anisotropic patterns and a graphene
sheet are passively rotated to a preferred orientation while
penetrating through the membrane.20,21 Experimental work has
demonstrated that active rotation of NPs can be controlled by
an underlying dynamic magnetic ﬁeld.22,23 For example, the
rotational movement of superparamagnetic iron oxide NPs
induced by a dynamic magnetic ﬁeld causes membrane
permeabilization and leads to apoptosis.24 By virtue of the
paramagnetic nature of multiwalled CNTs (MWCNTs), they
rotate when exposed to a weak rotating magnetic ﬁeld and
therefore damage the viability of tumor cells.25 NPs are
enclosed inside of intracellular endosome vesicles, which can be
deformed to probe the intracellular membrane, or turned into
intracellular heaters when subjected to a magnetic ﬁeld.26,27
However, there is little work unraveling the fundamental
mechanism of how a cell responds to an active rotational
nanotube (RNT), which hinders our understanding toward a
better drug/gene delivery system.
In this Letter, by using DPD simulation, we will mimic cellto-cell communication by proposing a synthetic RNT channel
bridging the vesicles. We ﬁrst propose a simple magnetic ﬁeld
geometry to create a RNT channel on a single vesicle. Second,
we demonstrate that the RNT channel could bridge the vesicle
to form the RNT−vesicle network, where the RNT channel
allows vesicular communication via a diﬀusive process. Analysis
of the mechanism underlying the interaction between RNTs
and vesicles will provide insight into the molecular dynamics of
cellular features. Our simulation results can establish the RNT
as a promising prototype of synthetic membrane channels to
bridge single cells into a bionetwork with inherent robustness
geared toward biological challenges and exceptional biocompatibility for cell-to-cell communication.
Computational Model and Methodology. Simulations in this
Letter are based on DPD, a very successful mesoscopic coarsegrained simulation method for soft matter and biomembrane
systems.28,29 In DPD simulations, a small group of atoms is
treated as a single bead located at the center of mass of the
group. Beads i and j interact with each other via a pairwise force
consisting of a conservative force FCij representing the excluded

Fi =

∑ (FijC + FijD + FijR )
i≠j

=

∑ (aijω(rij)riĵ − γω2(rij)(riĵ ·vij)riĵ + σω(rij)ζijΔt −1/2riĵ )
i≠j

where aij is the maximum repulsive force, rij the distance, r̂ij the
unit vector, and vij the relative velocity between beads i and j; ζij
denotes a random number with zero mean and unit variance,
and
rij
⎧
rij < rc
⎪1 −
rc
ω(rij) = ⎨
⎪0
rij > rc
⎩

is a normalized distribution function, rc being the cutoﬀ radius;
γ and σ are parameters related to each other as σ2 = 2γkBT, kBT
being the unit energy. The standard values σ = 3.0 and γ = 4.5
are used in our study.20 The mass, length, and time scales are all
normalized in the DPD simulations, with the unit length taken
to be the cutoﬀ radius rc, the unit mass to be that of the solvent
beads, and the unit energy to be kBT. All other quantities are
expressed in terms of these basic units. The reduced DPD units
can be converted to SI units by examining the membrane
thickness and the lipid diﬀusion coeﬃcient. The simulated
value of the bilayer thickness is 5rc and the eﬀective time scale
of simulation can be determined from the simulated lateral
diﬀusion constants of the lipid bilayer.30 The DPC bilayer
thickness is about 4 nm with a diﬀusion coeﬃcient of around 5
μm2 s−1;31 by comparison with typical experimental values, it
can be shown that one DPD length unit corresponds to
approximately 0.8 nm in physical units and the time unit to τ =
24.32 ps. The time step is taken as Δt = 0.01τ. All simulations
are performed using LAMMPS.32
The dimension of the simulation box here is 50rc × 50rc ×
75rc. The simulation system consists of the vesicle consisting of
2250 lipid molecules and a rigid cylindrical RNT (composed of
1515 hydrophobic beads) coated with a selected pattern of
ligand and solvent particles. The lipid molecule is represented
by the coarse-grained model proposed by Groot and Rabone,28
2531
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Figure 2. Contact time of the RNT and vesicle versus the rotational
frequencies of the RNT. The snapshots depicts vesicle responses to
the RNT with diﬀerent rotational axes, a vertical axis and a horizontal
axis.

as shown in Figure 1. The ligand consists of one hydrophilic
bead and four hydrophobic beads. The solvent beads are not
shown in ﬁgures for clarity. The particle density of the whole
system is approximately 3.33 The hydrophilic and hydrophobic
beads are in green and blue, respectively. The repulsive
interaction parameters between beads of the same type within
the RNT, ligand, and membrane are taken as aij = 25, and those
for two beads of diﬀerent types are set as aij = 100. Within a
lipid molecule and ligand, an elastic harmonic force

Figure 4. Multicomplex cellular network composed of RNTs and
vesicles.

⎛
rij ⎞
FijS = k S⎜1 − ⎟riĵ
rS ⎠
⎝

of the lipid and ligand chain is represented as an additional
force due to a harmonic constraint on two consecutive bonds
F θ = −∇Vbend = −∇[kθ(θ − θ0)2 ]

is used to connect two consecutive beads, where kS and rS are
the spring constant and equilibrium bond length, respectively.
Here, we use kS = 100.0 and rS = 0.7rc for lipid molecules34 and
kS = 200.0 and rS = 0.25 for ligands.20 The ligands are also
anchored to the RNT surface by a spring force with kS = 200.0
and rS = 0.25 to prevent the rearrangement or detachment of
coating ligands during the simulation. The bending resistance

wherekθ, θ, and θ0 are the bending constant, inclination angle,
and equilibrium angle, respectively. For three consecutive lipid
tail beads or three consecutive lipid head beads in a lipid
molecule, we take k1 = 6 and θ0 = 180°; for the last head bead
and the top tail beads, k2 = 3 and θ0 = 120°; for the bottom two
consecutive head beads and the ﬁrst bead in each tail, k3 = 4.5

Figure 3. Dynamic evolution of a single RNT with two identical vesicles.
2532
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generate a forward motion.35−37 Diﬀerent from a ﬁlamentbased rotor, the motor-like RNT can tremendously aﬀect its
local biological environment, thereby exerting undeniable
inﬂuence on its penetration capability into biological tissues.
For example, magnetic CNTs containing iron oxide NPs were
also synthesized by the spray pyrolysis method and covalently
attached the anti-pseudomonas antibody on the surface to
develop a bioprobe for rapid identiﬁcation of particular
bacterium.38 Magnetic iron oxide NPs were loaded onto the
multiwalled CNTs surfaces by electrostatic self-assembling to
aﬀord magnetic nanotubes that were assembled onto red blood
cells to form magnetic cells.39 In our simulation, the resulting
nanotube rotation, not attached to the vesicle but rather
situated around the vesicle, causes synchronized translation of
water particles to match the winding geometrical movement
around the RNT.40 Therefore, the water particle can induce a
locomotive force on the vesicle along the rotational axis of the
RNT to drive it toward the RNT rather than inducing random
contributions with a zero net eﬀect. As shown in Figure 2,
initially the RNT (diameter = 4rc, length = 10rc) is placed 5rc
away from the vesicle surface and restrained to its center-ofmass during the rotation. We consider it as a default simulation
model unless otherwise stated. As shown in Figure 2, along the
long axis of the RNT, the vesicle is capable of approaching the
RNT. In contrast, along the horizontal axis, the vesicle is
pushed away by the RNT and has a noticeable morphological
shape. The rotational axis is chosen to be the longitudinal axis
of the nanotube for the reason that it could enhance the vesicle
membrane protrusion as well as exert minimal shearing force to
avoid the rupture of vesicle.19 It has been demonstrated that the
magnetic nanotube could be assembled and positioned in a
controlled manner41−43 and rotate with a controlled angle and
speed by the magnetic ﬁeld.44,45 To investigate the eﬀect of
rotational frequencies on the process of nanotube penetration
behavior, we assume that the sizes of the RNT and vesicle are
ﬁxed and an active rotation is applied to the RNT with a variety
of diﬀerent rotational frequencies, which generates the
locomotive force necessary to drive the vesicle slowly toward
the hydrophobic RNT. The translocation path of the vesicle is
perpendicular to the vertical rotation surface of the RNT.
Figure 2 indicates the translocation time needed from the initial
state to the ﬁnal state where the RNT is internalized in the
vesicle. It is clearly shown that the translocation time is
inversely proportional to the rotational frequencies, with high
rotational frequencies shortening the translocation time of the
nanotube. By data ﬁtting, the translocation time is demonstrated to be logarithmically dependent on the rotational
frequencies with the estimated relationship −558.9 ln(x) +
2366. This relationship is in good agreement with the water ﬂux
generated by a rotating CNT showing approximately
logarithmic dependence on the angular velocity of rotation.46
At low rotational frequencies, the disturbance caused by the
RNT is neutralized by the dynamics of the water particles.
However, without the RNT, the vesicle barely changes its
position. For better analysis of the fundamental driving force, a
rotational torque generated by the RNT can be estimated from
the rotational speed of the RNT. Under the simplication of the
RNT as a rotating cylinder, the rotational torque (T) is
obtained by the equations T = γω, γ = [(1/3)πηL3]/[ln(L/2r)
− 0.66], where γ is the rotational drag coeﬃcient, ω is the
rotational speed, η is the viscosity of the environmental
solution, L is the length of the cylinder, and r is the radius of
the cylinder.47 Here we take η = 1 mPa·s (pure water), L = 10rc,

Figure 5. Evolution of water molecule transportation between two
vesicles through the RNT channel. Water beads in vesicle A are shown
in brown, while water beads from vesicle B are shown in white.

Table 1. Diﬀusion Rate of Water Particle for a Group of
Two-Vesicle−One-RNT System

Figure 6. Evolution of water molecule transportation between three
vesicles through the RNT channels. Water beads in vesicle A are
shown in dark red, water beads in vesicle B are shown in brown, and
water beads from vesicle C are shown in white.

and θ0 = 120°.20 For three consecutive ligand beads, we take kθ
= 5 and θ0 = 180°.
Rotational Frequencies. It has been shown that bacteria cells
can move by rotating their long thin helical ﬁlaments to
2533
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Figure 7. Evolution of polymer chain transportation between two vesicles through the RNT channel. Water beads in vesicle A are shown in brown,
while water beads from vesicle B are shown in white.

and r = 2.0rc. As a result, the rotational torque is calculated to
be in the range of 0.54−0.0056 nN·m. Therefore, by tailoring
the rotational frequeny of the RNT, we can manipulate the
rotational torque of the RNT in a range of ∼10−1 to ∼10−3 nN·
m to control the internalization process of the nanotube. More
interestingly, the internalized RNT with a hollow cavity can be
embedded into the lipid membrane, acting like a bological ionic
channel,13 which will oﬀer useful insights into designing RNTbased devices for exchanging substances with cells.
RNT−Vesicle Network. Due to the extremely small size, high
surface energy, and high surface area of the NP, the interaction
between cells and NPs can be heavily inﬂuenced by intelligent
surface structure designs.48−51 The ligand coating on the NP is
a general way to manipulate the NP properties. For example,
cellular uptake of NPs coated with various ligands is known to
be strongly inﬂuenced by the polymer pattern on the NP
surface.50,52−54 In the experiment, dopamine was demonstrated
as a robust molecular anchor to link functional molecules such
as nitrilotriacetic acid to the shell of magnetic NPs, which
possessed high stability and speciﬁcity for separating histidinetagged proteins.55 Similarly, RNTs with a properly functionalized surface will be equipped with enhanced functionality that
allows them to selectively attach to target cells or tissues and
play a therapeutic role. On the basis of the phenomenon
observed in Figure 2, a surface-modiﬁed RNT is created via an
intended rule to avoid the full internalization by the vesicle.
The hydrophilic ligands (one hydrophobic head and four
hydrophilic tails) are coated on the surface of the middle
portion of the RNT. Intuitively, the pure hydrophobic
nanotube can enter inside of the vesicle membrane, while the
portion of the RNT coated with hydrophilic ligand cannot get
through the vesicle membrane when the driving force generated
from the rotation is insuﬃcient to overcome the repulsive force

due to hydrophobicity of the middle layer. The penetration
force for the nanotube coating with the 10 tail hydrophilic
ligands is ∼190kBT/rc, while the penetration force for a pure
hydrophobic nanotube to enter inside of the membrane is
∼20kBT/rc.50 Two ends of the RNT are designed as spherical
caps, which introduces minimum disruption on the vesicle
membrane during the rotational process.56 Each cap contains a
lipid-size pore to make sure that no membrane lipid can pass it
into the RNT. As a comparison, we have performed a
simulation and demonstrated that the RNT without a cap
presents a similar penetration process into vesicles, but it also
breaks the integrity of the vesicle by cutting a portion of
membrane into the tube. As expected, the nanotube without a
cap causes the disorder of the membrane with a portion of lipid
molecules left inside of the tube cavity, which leads to the
blockage of the substance exchange process between the
vesicles through the channel. The RNT rotates at a ﬁxed
rotational frequency of 1/(600τ), and the rotational axis is ﬁxed
as well. As shown in Figure 3, two identically sized vesicles are
put 5rc away from the tips of the RNT along the rotational axis.
As the simulation starts, thanks to the water turbulence
generated by the RNT, the two vesicles slowly approach toward
the RNT tips followed by the penetration of the hydrophobic
tips of RNT into the vesicle membrane. Once the RNT starts
to contact with the vesicle, the vesicle quickly internalizes the
RNT due to the identical hydrophobicity of the RNT and the
vesicle inner layer. It can be clearly observed that a small
portion of lipid tails from the membrane climbs up the surface
of the RNT during the penetration process. Finally, the two
vesicles are adjoined by the RNT, and the system is stabilized
to form an artiﬁcial channel between them, through which they
are capable of exchanging materials and information.
2534
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vesicle size plays an important role in the transmission of water
through the channel. A diﬀerent vesicle possesses a diﬀerent
curvature energy, which can inﬂuence the internalization of the
nanotube and the water exchange between two vesicles. To
make a comparison, we study three diﬀerent sets of twovesicle−one-RNT systems, as shown in Table 1. It can be
noticed that for pattern I, the vesicles with the same size (radius
= 12rc) possess water diﬀusion rates of 1.25 beads/ns from
vesicle A to vesicle B and 1.21 beads/ns from B to A. With
respect to pattern II (the vesicles with the same radius 7rc), the
diﬀusion rates of water particles through the channel are 1.27
beads/ns from vesicle A to vesicle B and 1.24 beads/ns from B
to A. These two patterns show a very close water diﬀusion rate.
In contrast, when the two vesicles connected by a nanochannel
have a diﬀerent radius such as vesicle A with 12rc and vesicle B
with 7rc, the diﬀusion rates of the water particles via the channel
are 1.35 beads/ns from vesicle A to vesicle B and 1.32 beads/ns
from B to A. The noticeable discrepancy of the water diﬀusion
rate in the heterosystem (pattern II) from the homosystems
(patterns I and III) may be attributed to the pressure imbalance
caused by the curvature energy diﬀerence inside of the systems.
It is obvious that the curvature energy diﬀerence of the
heterosystem is larger than that in the homosystem. Here, the
rotation is turned oﬀ after RNT protrudes into the vesicle,
therefore eliminating the eﬀect of the nanotube rotation on the
order of the vesicle membrane.19 To make comparison while
the rotation is turned on for pattern I, the diﬀusion rate of
water particles is estimated as 1.36 beads/ns from vesicle A to
vesicle B and 1.32 beads/ns from vesicle B to vesicle A, with a
slight diﬀerence from the results without the rotation.
Similar to the one-RNT−two-vesicle network, the model
from Figure 4a is applied to investigate the transporting
function of RNT channels on the three-RNT−three-vesicle
network in Figure 6. The number of water beads coming from
two other vesicles bridged by the RNT channel is documented
to present the eﬃciency of the transport by channels. The
diﬀusive rate from vesicle B and vesicle C to vesicle A is
estimated to be 0.62 beads/ns, which is close to the water beads
ﬂow to the other two vesicles. The reason for the low diﬀusive
rate compared to Figure 5 can be attributed to the morphology
change of vesicles as well as the low possibility for outbound
water beads from the more open RNT channel. As two tips of
RNTs penetrate the vesicle, they instigate a change in the
morphologies of the spherical vesicles to more crescent-like
shapes, as shown in Figures 4 and 6. The diﬀusion rate slightly
decreases when the concentration of exotic water beads from
mutual vesicles reachs the equilibrium state. More precisely, the
overall slope of the curves in Figure 6 is in good agreement
with the observation in Figure 5.
Diﬀerent from the water bead transport, the exchange of
genetic information in bacteria and many viruses encoded in
DNA macromolecules is critical to the proliferation and
replication of cells. The transfer of genetic information is one
of several ways to replicate the genome for inheritance of
genetically determined traits. By creating a bridge-like
connection between two cells, the conjugation will transfer
genetic material from the donor to the recipient, which can
include such genetic information as antibiotic resistance or the
ability to use new metabolites.63 To mimic this kind of transfer
activity and further demonstrate the beneﬁts of gap channel
regulating properties, we simulate the transportation of a long
polymer chain (considered to be a DNA chain) from one
vesicle to another through a connecting RNT channel. As

Considerable eﬀort has been devoted to determining the
regulatory networks that control and mediate complex
biological processes.57,58 Following the phenomenon captured
by interaction between a single RNT and two vesicles, a
multicomplex cellular network composed of RNTs and vesicles
can be designed if the rotational axes are well controlled. With
the same rotational frequency used in Figure 3, we put three
RNTs in a triangle shape with three vesicles and ﬁx the
rotational axis along the triangle edges, as shown in Figure 4b.
The distance between the RNT tips and vesicles is set to be 5rc.
The rotation direction follows the right-hand rule. Following
the similar penetration principle, as the vesicle approaches
RNTs, two tips of two RNTs can penetrate the membrane and
create a three-RNT−three-vesicle complex network. Similarly,
as shown in Figure 4c, four RNTs on the square shape with
four vesicles create a four-RNT−four-vesicle complex network.
Actually, the N-RNT−N-vesicle network could be designed by
tuning the number and orientation of RNTs and the number
and size of vesicles, for example, the four-RNT−one-vesicle
network unit shown in Figure 1. However, we should pay
attention to the fact that while more RNTs penetrate through
the ﬁxed sized vesicle, as shown in Figure 4b′ and c′, the
spherical shape of each vesicle would be heavily aﬀected by the
unbalanced number of lipids in the inner layer and outer layer
of the vesicle membrane from the penetration. The simple
composite structure gathered through the analysis of
interaction between RNTs and vesicles as a building unit can
be assembled into a more complex vesicular network whose
topological structure would perform signiﬁcant and sophisticated biological activities.
Materials Exchange through the RNT Channel. As discussed in
the previous section, gap junctions and membrane tubes are
both specialized intercellular connection channels and connect
the cytoplasm of cells, which allows various molecules, ions,
and electrical impulses to directly pass through a regulated gate
between cells.8,59,60 In addition to the molecular weight and
size, the ability of a solute to transverse the channel depends on
its net charge, shape, and interactions with the speciﬁc
components the constitute the channel.61,62 Rules that dictate
the ability of a molecule to travel through the channel are
complex. Therefore, it is vital to understand how one uses the
channel to transport molecules between cells. Especially,
insights into the artiﬁcial channel between cells are pivotal to
control and not just to understand the transport process. From
the interaction proﬁle between a single RNT and the two
vesicles shown in Figure 3, RNTs with hollow structure can act
as potential synthetic channels to mimic intercellular
communication. Two diﬀerent sizes of molecules are employed
to demonstrate the transport capability of the RNT-based
artiﬁcial channel between vesicles. For small particle exchange,
we trace the water particles from two vesicles with distinct
brown and white color to evidence the exchange. After the
RNT forms a stable channel between two vesicles, as shown in
Figure 3f, a dynamic evolution of the specialized water particles
between two vesicles is depicted in Figure 5. It can be clearly
observed that the water beads from two vesicles can slowly
diﬀuse through the RNT channel and enter into each other.
The diﬀusive rate can be described by the term r = ∂N/∂t in the
single direction along the RNT channel, where N is the number
of water beads appearing inside one vesicle from the other and t
is the time needed to diﬀuse. The diﬀusive rate from vesicle A
to vesicle B (1.25 beads/ns) is approximately equal to that from
vesicle B to vesicle A (1.21 beads/ns). It turns out that the
2535
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shown in Figure 7, three polymer chains composed of 360
hydrophilic beads each are initially put inside of one vesicle
when the RNT channel bridges two vesicles, as seen in Figure
7a. The polymer beads have the same properties as the
hydrophilic ligand beads, and consecutive beads are connected
with bonds (kS = 200.0, rS = 0.25). It can be noticed that the
head of one chain starts to diﬀuse into the RNT tip and then
fully enters inside of the RNT channel, as shown in Figure 7b.
Following the ﬁrst chain, the second chain also enters inside of
the RNT channel. Due to the hydrophilicity inside of the
vesicle on the left shown in Figure 7c, a portion of the chain
enters into another vesicle and diﬀuses out of the RNT channel.
On the contrary, the second chain is caught when it enters
inside of the RNT channel due to its coiled tail. The transport
of a whole polymer chain through the RNT channel is
dominated by the autonomous self-diﬀusion process without
any other driving mechanism. These intriguing and motivating
simulation results lend credence to show that the RNT channel
can act as a promising synthetic channel to regulate the
exchange of substances between vesicles such as water
molecules and DNA-like chain. Also, our study can oﬀer useful
insight into designing biomedical nanodevices for complex
biological intercellular activities.
In summary, we have performed dissipative dynamics
simulation in order to investigate how RNTs aﬀect their local
environment and trigger the movement of adjacent vesicles by
controlling the rotational axis. The translocation time needed
for the RNT to protrude into the vesicle decreases with the
increase of the rotational frequency. Our simulation suggests
that a RNT with a patterned surface can create an intercellular
channel between vesicles to form a complex vesicular network
that facilitates the vesicle-to-vesicle communication. The RNT
channel does not structurally deteriorate the integrity of the
vesicle while it keeps the exchange of small molecules and
macromolecules between vesicles. There is also plenty of room
for further exploration on modifying the RNT shape and charge
to dramatically alter its selectivity, opening up possibilities for
its use in biological ﬁelds. For example, cell swelling generally
occurs because of the osmotic pressure created either by an
ionic imbalance or by a lack of nutrients. Either way, the cell
expands to cope with the imbalance of the chemicals that it
needs through the RNT channel to maintain its metabolism. To
accelerate the diﬀusion, a hydrostatic pressure diﬀerence
between the two vesicles can be established to produce a net
directional water ﬂow from one vesicle to another vesicle.64
Our fundamental simulation ﬁndings provide promising
guidance for designing a novel synthetic channel for cell-tocell communication.

■
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